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Submonolayers231d Ba/Sis001d and s231d Sr/Sis001d surface phases have been studied with normal
Sis004d and off-normal Sis022d x-ray standing wavesXSWd measurements. These results are compared to
previous XSW measurements of as233d phase of Sr on Sis001d. The s004d and s022d coherent positions
indicate that alkaline-earth metalsAEMd atoms occupy the same type of high symmetry site in thes2
31d Ba/Sis001d, s231d Sr/Sis001d, ands233d Sr/Sis001d surface phases. The difference between the AEM
adatom heights measured for thes231d Ba/Sis001d and s231d Sr/Sis001d phases is consistent with the
difference in the ionic radii of Ba and Sr. Consideration of the nearest neighbor AEM-Si bond lengths that
would result from AEM atoms sitting on symmetrically dimerized Sis001d at the height specified by the Ba and
Sr coherent positions strongly suggests that the AEM atoms occupy valley-bridge sites.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ongoing efforts to find a high-K dielectric material to
replace SiO2 as the gate dielectric in field effect transistors
sFETsd have generated significant interest in submonolayer
phases of alkaline-earth metalsAEMd atoms on the Sis001d
surface. SrTiO3 is potentially useful as a gate dielectric in
future FETs due to its relatively high dielectric constant and
the small lattice mismatch s,1.7%d between the
SrTiO3s100d and Sis110d planes. SrTiO3 films may also
serve as effective buffer layers for the integration of other
oxide materials with Si.1,2 Cross-sectional transmission elec-
tron microscopy studies3,4 have indicated that epitaxial
SrTiO3 films can be grown on Sis001d without forming un-
wanted secondary phases at the Sr–SrTiO3 interface by pre-
ceding film growth with the formation of an ordered surface
phase consisting of submonolayer amounts of Sr on the
Sis001d substrate. Parallel interest in submonolayer phases of
another AEM atom, Ba, on Sis001d has also risen due to the
chemical and structural similarities between the Ba/Sis001d
and Sr/Sis001d surfaces as well as some experimental
evidence5 that a Ba/Sis001d surface can be used as a tem-
plate for growing BaTiO3 on Sis001d.

Submonolayer surface phases of Ba/Sis001d and
Sr/Sis001d have been studied previously by low-energy elec-
tron diffraction sLEEDd,6–12 Auger electron spectroscopy
sAESd,8,11,12 reflection high energy electron diffraction
sRHEEDd,13 scanning tunneling microscopysSTMd,14–19

angle-integrated ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
sAIUPSd,20 ion scattering,21 x-ray photoemission spectros-
copy sXPSd,22 x-ray standing wavessXSWd,23,24 and density
functional theorysDFTd calculations.5,17,25–27 Most of the
atomic-scale structural models proposed for the various short
and long-range ordered AEM/Sis001d surface structures ob-
served at AEM coverages between 0 and 1/2 ML consist of
individual AEM adatoms occupying valley-bridge sites on a

dimerized Sis001d surface. However, other models consisting
of AEM dimers, AEM atoms occupying cave sites and indi-
vidual AEM atoms substituted for Si dimers have also been
proposed.15,19,20

A significant amount of atomic-scale structural informa-
tion about the Sr/Sis001d surface has also been inferred from
experimental and theoretical studies of SrTiO3 films grown
on Sis001d using a Sr/Sis001d surface reconstruction as a
“template” layer for SrTiO3 growth.4,28–34 Various schemes
for incorporating this layer into the SrTiO3 film growth pro-
cess have been described in Refs. 3, 13, and 35. Most of the
recent reports of SrTiO3 growth on Sis001d have described
the use of a 1/2 MLs231d Sr/Sis001d template layer, al-
though McKeeet al.3 reported the employment of a 1/4 ML
cs432d Sr/Sis001d surface.

In the present work, we report on XSW measurements
made ons231d phases of Ba/Sis001d and Sr/Sis001d sur-
faces using normals004d and off-normals022d Bragg reflec-
tions and compare these results to our previously reported
XSW measurements of as233d Sr/Sis001d surface phase.24

The XSW results are used to triangulate the AEM atomic
positions relative to the bulk primitive Si unit cell and indi-
cate that AEM adatoms occupy the same type of site in the
the s231d Ba/Sis001d, s231d Sr/Sis001d, and s2
33d Sr/Sis001d surface phases. Consideration of the pos-
sible AEM-Si bond lengths that would result from AEM at-
oms occupying the bulk primitive cell positions determined
by XSW supports valley-bridge site occupancy, but plausible
models with AEM atoms occupying other sites are also dis-
cussed.

II. EXPERIMENT

Experiments were conducted at the 12ID-D x-ray undula-
tor BESSRC-CAT experimental station at the Advanced Pho-
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ton Source, Argonne National Laboratory. Molecular beam
epitaxy sample preparation, AES, LEED, and XSW measure-
ments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuumsUHVd sys-
tem with a base pressure,1.5310−10 Torr.

Single-crystal Sis001d samples were treated with a modi-
fied Shiraki etch36 and mounted in a strain-free manner onto
molybdenum sample-holders prior to introduction into the
UHV system. After degassing,12 h at 400–600 °C,
samples were annealed for 15 min at 850–900 °C to remove
the chemically grown SiO2 film and produce a sharp, two-
domains231d LEED pattern indicating a dimerized Sis001d
surface.

Effusion cells were used to deposit 0.7–1.0 MLs1 ML
=6.78 nm−2, the areal number density of top-layer Si atoms
on a bulk-terminated Sis001d surfaced of AEM atoms onto
the room-temperature Sis001d substrates. Subsequent anneals
at 700–860 °C caused portions of the AEM atom coverage
to desorb and resulted in sharp two-domains231d LEED
patterns. The extent of AEM atom desorption depended on
both the time and temperature used during annealing. Two-
domain s231d Sr/Sis001d surfaces were produced by an-
nealing for 1–10 min at 700–750 °C, and two-domains2
31d Ba/Sis001d surfaces were prepared by annealing for
1–5 min at 800–860 °C. The AEM atom coverage for both
types of s231d surfaces ranged from 0.3 to 0.6 ML. The
AEM coverage was determined in UHV by comparing the
intensity of the BaLa and SrKa fluorescence signals from
the samples to those of Ba and Sr-implanted Si standards
calibrated by Rutherford backscattering spectroscopysRBSd.
Sample temperature was monitored using an optical pyrom-
eter and a thermocouple mounted on the sample stage.

UHV XSW measurements were conducted using an inci-
dent photon energy of 8.00 keV for the Ba/Sis001d surface
and 18.46 keV for Sr/Sis001d. The incident beam from the
undulator was filtered by a high-heat-load Sis111d monochro-
mator followed by a postmonochromator consisting of a pair
of detuned nondispersive Si channel-cut crystals. Thed spac-
ing of the postmonochromator matched that of the sample.
Samples were scanned in angle through the Sis004d and
s022d Bragg conditions while monitoring the diffracted beam
intensity with a photodiode and collecting the x-ray fluores-
cence spectra with a SisLi d solid state detector. The Ba and
Sr coherent fractionssfHd and coherent positionssPHd were
determined by fitting the reflectivity and normalized BaLa
and SrKa fluorescence yield data to dynamical diffraction
theory. For more XSW experimental details, see Refs. 37 and
38.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the experimental data from Sis004d and
Sis022d XSW measurements of a two-domains2
31d Ba/Sis001d surface with a coverage of 0.31s3d ML and
a two-domains231d Sr/Sis001d s231d surface with a cov-
erage of 0.47s3d ML. Corresponding theoretical fits to the
data, along with thefH andPH values determined from each
XSW measurement are also shown in Fig. 1. Assuming the
ordered AEM adatoms on a particular sample occupy only

one type of site, the height,h, of these adatoms above the
ideal bulk plane of second layer Si atoms is given by

h = sP004+ ndd004 Å s1d

d004 is the Sis004d d spacing in Å, andn is an integer. Since
the XSW is a periodic probe, there is an inherent “modulo-d
ambiguity” and therefore we cannota priori assign a particu-
lar value ton. The experimentally determinedP004 values
indicate that the ordered Ba and Sr atoms are located at re-
spective heights ofs1.34+nd004d Å and s1.20+nd004d Å
above the ideal bulk height of second layer Si atoms. The
0.14 Å height difference between the AEM adatoms in the
two different types of surface phases is similar to the
0.16–0.17 Å difference between the Ba2+ and Sr2+ ionic
radii.39

In a previous XSW study of a two-domains2
33d Sr/Sis001d surface24 with a coverage of 0.12s3d ML,

FIG. 1. Angular dependence of x-ray reflectivitysopen circlesd
and fluorescence yieldsfilled circlesd datasfit to dynamical diffrac-
tion theoryd for sad Sis004d and sbd Sis022d XSW measurements of
a s231d Ba/Sis001d surface as well asscd Sis004d andsdd Sis022d
XSW measurements of as231d Sr/Sis001d surface.
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we reported the following Sr coherent positions and frac-
tions: P004=0.86s1d, f004=0.56s2d, P022=0.42s1d, and f022

=0.59s4d. The differences between the Sr coherent positions
measured for thes233d and s231d phasesfsee Figs. 1sbd
and 1scdg are only marginally larger than the experimental
error, but they do suggest that the Sr height in thes233d
phase is slightly lower than that in thes231d phase. The fact
that P022< P004/2 for both the s231d and s2
33d Sr/Sis001d phases as well as thes231d Ba/Sis001d
phase provides strong evidence that the ordered fraction of
adatoms occupies the same type of in-plane site in all three
of these AEM/Sis001d surface phases.

Most models that have been proposed previously for
Ba/Sis001d and Sr/Sis001d surfaces consist of AEM ada-
toms sitting on a dimerized top layer of Si atoms. Some
experimental evidence does seem to support the presence of
top layer Si dimers in these AEM/Sis001d surface phases. An
XPS of study22 of thes233d ands231d Sr/Sis001d surfaces
has suggested that the top layer Si atoms remain dimerized in
both of these surface phases and that unlike the buckled Si
dimers found on the clean Sis001d-s231d reconstructed sur-
face, those in thes233d ands231d Sr/Sis001d surfaces are
symmetric. Several DFT calculations of Ba/Sis001d and
Sr/Sis001d surfaces have indicated that the top layer Si
dimers remain for AEM coverage up to at least 1/2 ML, and
Ciani et al.25 found that Si dimerization is still energetically
favorablesby 0.2 eV per dimerd at 1 ML Ba coverage.

A symmetrically dimerized Sis001d surface contains four
high symmetry sites: the bridge, cave, pedestal, and valley-
bridge sites shown in Fig. 2sad. If it is assumed that the
ordered AEM atoms occupy only one type of sitesand that
this site is a high symmetry sited, the AEM adatom position

relative to the bulk primitive unit cell of the Si lattice can be
uniquely determined in three dimensions using less than
threePH values. The assumption that AEM atoms order onto
a single, high-symmetry site is supported by the fact that
f004< f022 for both Ba and Sr. In our investigation of the 1/6
ML s233d Sr/Sis001d surface,24 results of XSW measure-
ments made along a thirdshkld direction, s111d, provided
further evidence that thes233d unit cell consists of Sr atoms
occupying only one type of site.

If n=0 in Eq. s1d, then the experimentally determined
P004 and P022 values would be consistent with AEM atoms
occupying cave or bridge sites on a dimerized Sis001d sur-
face. If n=1 in Eq. s1d, our P004 and P022 values would
restrict the in-plane position of ordered AEM atoms to
valley-bridge or pedestal sites. The out-of-plane positions of
AEM atoms for bothn=0 andn=1 are shown in thef100g
side-view projection of Fig. 2sbd. XSW results alone cannot
distinguish between these four high symmetry positions be-
cause they all represent the same position within the bulk
primitive Si unit cell. Each of these sites still represents a
unique position within the surface unit cell, and AEM occu-
pation of any one of these sites would result in a distinct set
of AEM-Si bond lengths.

Table I shows the nearest neighbor AEM-Si bond lengths
that would result from Ba and Sr atoms occupying each of
these high symmetry sites at the heights determined from the
Ba and Sr coherent positions. The top-layer Si atomic posi-
tions given by Roberts’ model for a symmetrically dimerized
Sis001d-s231d surface40 are used when calculating the
AEM-Si bond lengthssand when drawing Fig. 2d in order to
approximate the presumably symmetric structure22,26 of Si
dimers in the AEM/Sis001d surface reconstructions. Since no
accommodation was made for the relaxation of Si atoms
away from these assumed positions when calculating the
bond lengths listed in Table I, these values should only be
considered accurate to within 0.2 ÅsDFT calculations25

have predicted that the presence of AEM atoms on Sis001d
would cause an increase in the height of top layer Si dimers,
and the magnitude of this height change was found to depend
on both the in-plane position and total coverage of the AEM
atomsd. The bridge site on dimerized Sis001d can immedi-

FIG. 2. sad f001g projection of dimerized Sis001d surface. Ifn
=0 in Eq.s1d, then the AEM adsorption sites would be restricted to
the bridgesBd and cavesCd high-symmetry sites. Ifn=1, then the
AEM adsorption sites would be limited to the pedestalsPd and
valley-bridge high-symmetry sites.sbd f100g projection showing the
out-of-plane positions of AEM atoms ifn=0 sdotted circlesd and
n=1 sdashed circlesd. Horizontal and 45° tilted solid lines represent
Sis004d and Sis022d diffraction planes, respectively.

TABLE I. Nearest neighbor AEM-Si distances that would result
from Ba and Sr adsorption at high-symmetry sites on the dimerized
Sis001d surfacesat the bulk primitive Si unit cell positions deter-
mined by XSWd.

Adatom Adsorption site
Nearest neighbor

AEM-Si distancesÅd

Ba bridge 1.16

Ba cave 2.74

Ba pedestal 2.78

Ba valley-bridge 3.31

Sr bridge 1.13

Sr cave 2.73

Sr pedestal 2.70

Sr valley-bridge 3.20
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ately be ruled out as a possible AEM adsorption site due to
steric hindrance. The nearest neighbor AEM-Si bond lengths
for Ba and Sr atoms occupying this site would be more than
50% shorter than the 3.2–3.5 Å BauSi sRef. 41d and
3.2–3.4 Å SruSi sRef. 42d nearest neighbor distances
found in bulk AEM-Si compounds. The nearest neighbor
Ba-Si and Sr-Si bond lengths for AEM atoms located at cave
and pedestal sites would be greater than those expected for
bridge site adsorption, but would still be 0.5–0.8 Å shorter
than bulk AEM-Si nearest neighbor distances. Ba and Sr ad-
sorption at valley-bridge sites, however, would result in
AEM-Si nearest neighbor bond lengths that fall within the
range of nearest neighbor distances observed in bulk com-
pounds. These bond length considerations suggest that if the
top layer Si atoms do remain dimerized in thes231d
Ba/Sis001d and Sr/Sis001d surfaces, then the valley-bridge
site is the most plausible AEM atom adsorption site in these
surface phases.

The top-viewf001g projection of thes231d AEM/Sis001d
surface model in Fig. 3 shows AEM atoms occupying all of
the valley-bridge sites—i.e., at a coverage of 1/2 ML. Since
everys231d unit cell of an AEM/Sis001d surface phase must
contain at least one AEM atom, and the areal number density
of surface unit cells on anys231d reconstructed Sis001d
surface is 1/2 ML, the AEM saturation coverage of as2
31d AEM/Sis001d surface phase must beat least1/2 ML.
The total coveragess0.3–0.6 MLd we have measured fors2
31d surfaces seem to be consistent with a 1/2 ML saturation
coverage. It is important to note that the AEM coherent cov-
erage,uC, given by

uC = fHuT s2d

whereuT is the total coverage, was only 0.13 ML for Ba and
0.15 ML for Sr on thes231d surfaces for which XSW data
is shown in Fig. 1. The differences between theuT and uC
coverage values, and the fact thats231d AEM/Sis001d sur-
face phases have been observed atuT below 1/2 ML, dem-
onstrate the coexistence of regions of 1/2 MLs231d AEM/
Sis001d surface phase with disordered AEM atoms and
regions where the local AEM coverage is below 1/2 ML. It

is likely that the relative amounts ofs231d ordered AEM
atoms, disordered AEM atoms and regions with a local cov-
erage below 1/2 ML are highly dependent on sample prepa-
ration conditions. The potential for such variation could ex-
plain why McKeeet al.43,44 observed a 1/4 ML saturation
coverage fors231d phases of both Ba and Sr on Sis001d.

Figure 3 also shows thes233d AEM/Sis001d unit cells
that would result from AEM atoms occupying 1/3 or 2/3 of
the valley-bridge sitessat respective local coverages of 1/6
and 1/3 MLd. Note that when discussing our XSW results
for thes233d Sr/Sis001d surface in Ref. 24, only the case of
n=0 sand notn=1d was considered in Eq.s1d, and it was
proposed that Sr atoms occupy cave sites in a 1/6 MLs2
33d phase. This conclusion was similar to Bakhtizinet
al.’s14 proposal that a 1/3 MLs233d Sr/Sis001d surface
consisted of Sr occupying 2/3 of the cave sites, and Kimet
al.’s20 suggestion that Ba atoms occupy cave sites in 1/6 ML
s233d and 1/2 ML s231d Ba/Sis001d surface phases.
Based on the AEM-Si bond length considerations described
earlier, along with mounting evidence from DFT calcula-
tions, it now appears that the valley-bridge site may be the
most plausible Sr adsorption site in the 1/6 MLs233d
Sr/Sis001d surface phase.

Herrera-Gómezet al.23 previously studied thes231d
Ba/Sis001d surface with XSW using two off-normal Sih111j
reflections. Ba adatoms located at the bulk-primitive unit cell
position indicated by ours004d and s022d XSW measure-
ments would be expected to yieldPh111j=0.75fwith thes111d
planes drawn through the middle of the Si bilayers and as-
suming equal population of both orientations ofs231d sur-
face domainsg. Herrera-Gómezet al. measuredP111=0.75
and P111=0.70. The difference between these two coherent
positions was assumed to be due the presence of unequal
amounts of the two orientations ofs231d domains, and it
was concluded that Ba atoms sit in valley-bridge sites at a
height 2.58 Å above the ideal bulk plane of second layer Si
atomssour data indicates that Ba atoms occupying valley-
bridge sites would sit 2.70 Å above the bulk plane of second
layer Si atomsd.

DFT calculations have in fact indicated that the valley-
bridge site is the minimum energy adsorption site for isolated
Ba and Sr atoms on dimerized Sis001d and that AEM atoms
are expected to occupy this same site to form a 1/2 MLs2
31d phase.5,25,26,28 Other studies have also supported the
idea that, at least for room-temperature AEM adsorption onto
Sis001d, the top layer Si atoms remain dimerized, and the
valley-bridge site is the minimum energy adsorption site.
STM studies of the initial stagessup to 0.06 MLd of Ba
adsorption onto room-temperature Sis001d showed most of
the Ba adatoms occupying valley-bridge sites.17,18 An ion-
scattering study of Ba adsorbed onto room-temperature
Sis001d also concluded that Ba preferentially occupied
valley-bridge sites at a height of 3.00±0.05 Å above the sec-
ond layer Sis001d plane.21

The 0.30 Å difference between this height and that speci-
fied by our XSW measurements for valley-bridge site occu-
pancy could be due to experimental errors in the ion scatter-
ing and/or XSW measurements. The difference between the
two measurements could also be due to the fact that XSW

FIG. 3. Top-view f001g projection showing AEM atoms at
valley-bridge sites. Outlines ofs231d sdashed lined and s233d
ssolid lined unit cells are also drawn. All AEM atoms labeled “1,”
“2,” and “3” would be present in thes231d phase.s233d period-
icity would arise from the removal of AEM atoms labeled 2 and/or
3.
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determines the adatom position relative to the bulk position
of Si lattice planes, while ion scattering should be sensitive
to the distance between adatoms and the actual Si atomic
positions. Relaxation of the second layer Si atoms away from
their bulk positions would therefore cause the XSW and ion
scattering techniques to measure different heights. However,
the vertical relaxation distances of second layer Si atoms are
expected to be less than 0.10 ÅsRef. 25d and most likely
would not account for the entire difference between the
heights indicated by the two techniques. It is also possible
that the discrepancy between the XSW and ion-scattering
results is due to actual differences between the heights of
room-temperature adsorbed Basstudied by ion scatteringd
and Ba atoms in the long-range ordered surface phasessstud-
ied by XSWd formed at elevated temperatures.

Although such a height difference would not necessarily
indicate a difference in in-plane Ba positions, some experi-
mental evidence does suggest that thes233d and s231d
AEM/Sis001d surface phases formed at high temperatures
consist of AEM atoms occupying a site other than the valley-
bridge site. As mentioned earlier, STM images have clearly
identified Ba atoms adsorbed at valley-bridge sites and have
also shown how valley-bridge adsorbed Ba can form chains
that “zig-zag” across Si dimer rows.17–19 However, both
filled and empty state STM images of Ba/Sis001d have
shown that the local density of states ofs233d Ba/Sis001d
surfaces is markedly different from that of surface regions
where Ba is adsorbed at valley-bridge sites.16,19 This differ-
ence is particularly apparent when regions ofs233d phase
are shown coexisting with other regions containing Ba ad-
sorbed at valley-bridge sites in the same imagessee Fig. 2 of
Ref. 19d. Similarly, STM images ofs233d and s231d
Sr/Sis001d surfaces formed at 700–800 °C indicated that
the local atomic-scale structure of these surface phases dif-
fered significantly from that of the zig-zag chainsspresum-
ably consisting of Sr atoms at valley-bridge sitesd that
formed upon deposition of Sr onto room-temperature
Sis001d.14,45

Based on their STM images, Huet al.19 have made a
compelling argument that formation of thes233d
Ba/Sis001d surface involves the removal of dimerized top
layer Si atoms and that individual Ba atoms end up occupy-
ing 1/3 or 2/3 of the sites formerly occupied by Si dimers.
In other STM studies, Ojimaet al. also suggested that the
s233d Ba/Sis001d surface16 as well as a wavy “132”
surface15 formed via the removal of Si dimers. In these cases,
however, it was proposed that a portion of the former Si
dimer sites were always occupied by Ba dimerssrather than
individual Ba atomsd. Our XSW results would be consistent
with individual AEM atoms substituting for Si dimers. In this
atomic arrangement, AEM adatoms would essentially be oc-
cupying bridge sites, but the removal of top layer Si dimers
would eliminate the steric hindrance effects that make bridge
site occupancy improbable on a dimerized Sis001d surface.

Any atomic-scale structural model lacking Si dimers would
however, seem to contradict XPS findings that Si dimer
states remain in thes233d and s231d Sr/Sis001d surface
phases.22

The nearest neighbor AEM-Si bond lengths that would
result from Ba and Sr occupying high symmetry sites at the
heights consistent with our XSW datassee Table Id suggest
that if AEM adatoms in thes233d and s231d surfaces do
not occupy valley-bridge sites, but the top layer Si atoms still
remain dimerized, either the cave or pedestal site would be
the most plausible in-plane adatom positionsAEM occu-
pancy of either of these sites would result in AEM-Si bond
lengths 0.5–0.8 Å shorter than bulk AEM-Si bond lengths,
while the bond lengths resulting from bridge site occupancy
would be 2.1–2.3 Å shorter than bulk AEM-Si bond
lengthsd. The slight differencessø0.08 Åd among the
AEM-Si bond lengths calculated for cave and pedestal site
occupancy are insignificant relative to the error expected
from assuming that the Si atoms remain fixed at the positions
shown in Fig. 2. However, DFT calculations have indicated
that the pedestal site is the second most energetically favor-
able AEM adsorption sitesbehind the valley-bridge sited.25–27

IV. CONCLUSIONS

XSW measurements have been used to study submono-
layer phases of Ba and Sr on the Sis001d surface and have
determined the AEM atom positions relative to the bulk
primitive Si unit cell. Our results indicate that the Ba and Sr
atoms are located in the same type of site in thes231d
Ba/Sis001d, s231d Sr/Sis001d, and s233d Sr/Sis001d sur-
face phases. Adatoms in thes231d Ba/Sis001d phase are
found to sit 0.14 Å higher than those in thes231d
Sr/Sis001d phase. The experimentally measureds004d and
s022d coherent positions are consistent with the AEM atoms
occupying cave or bridge sitessat a height similar to that of
the top layer Si atomsd, or pedestal or valley-bridge sitesfat
a height one Sis004d d spacing higher than the proposed cave
/ bridge site heightsg. A comparison of the nearest neighbor
AEM-Si bond lengths that would result from AEM atoms
located at these positions strongly suggests that AEM atoms
occupy valley-bridge sitessin agreement with DFT predic-
tionsd.
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